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Almost one million Windows systems
vulnerable to BlueKeep (CVE-2019-0708)

Nearly 1 million Windows systems are still unpatched and have been found vulnerable to a

recently disclosed critical, wormable, remote code execution vulnerability in the Windows

Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) - two weeks after Microsoft released the security patch.

Dubbed BlueKeep and tracked as CVE-2019-0708, the vulnerability could allow an

unauthenticated, remote attacker to execute arbitrary code and take control of a computer

without requiring any interaction from a user.

An Internet scan performed a security researcher revealed that roughly 950,000 publicly

accessible machines on the internet are still vulnerable to the BlueKeep bug. If exploited, the

vulnerability could allow an attacker to cause havoc around the world, similar to what the

WannaCry and NotPetya attacks did in 2017.

Read More on The Hacker News

Read More on ZDNet

 

CI build logs continue to expose company
secrets

Security researchers are still finding secrets hidden deep inside continuous integration (CI)

services, years after the issue became common knowledge. The purpose of CI is to find bugs

as early as possible in the coding process and detect them before they're too deeply

embedded into the rest of the project, at which point it may require extensive rewrites.

The most famous and widely used of all CI services is one called Travis CI, loved primarily due

to its GitHub integration. Travis CI keeps logs of everything that happens, and one of the most

important of these are a project's build log, which can sometimes include passwords, SSH

keys, or API tokens.

A few years back, security researchers realized that they could comb Travis CI logs for API

keys and other secrets, and report these issues to companies to receive bug bounties. Besides

good-willed security researchers, threat actors also realized they could do the same, and

some of them even launched attacks against Travis CI to search build logs in bulk and extract

some of these secrets.

Read More on ZDNet

Read More on edoverflow.com

 

More #News

Baltimore Still Crippled by Ransomware Attack After Weeks

One year later: The VPNFilter catastrophe that wasn't

Unpatched Flaw Affects All Docker Versions, Exploits Ready

Google Researcher Finds Code Execution Vulnerability in Notepad

Gatekeeper Bug in MacOS Mojave Allows Malware to Execute

Privacy by design: Cybersecurity and the future of 5G

Nansh0u cryptomining cryptomining hit 50,000 servers

New HiddenWasp malware found targeting Linux systems

Docker Bug Allows Root Access to Host File System

 

#Patch Time!

Microsoft issues second warning about patching BlueKeep

Upgrade FortiOS SSL VPN due to multiple critical vulnerabilities

 

#Tech and #Tools

A Comprehensive Analysis of an RDS Vulnerability (CVE-2019-0708)

Try it Yourself: Hack WhatsApp by Exploiting a Buffer Overflow Security Flaw

When all else fails - find a 0-day

Kingred Group is growing, so does the Group Security team! We're looking for new talented

professionals to come join us:

You like to break things, then explain how to fix it? Be part of our Cyber Security team

You prefer the blue team side? Check out our Security analyst position

Interested in Governance, Risk and Compliance? Apply for our Information Security

Specialist role

Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with over 24 million

customers across 100 markets. You can find all our open vacancies on our career page.

This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with over 24 million

customers across 100 markets. We offer pre-game and live Sports betting, Poker, Casino and

Games through 11 brands across our markets. We are committed to offer our customers the

best deal and user experience possible, while ensuring a safe and fair gambling environment.

Kindred is a pioneer in the online gambling industry and as an innovation driven company that

builds on trust.
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